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At Cortex we believe
that each situation is
unique and requires
customization.
Therefore we
thoroughly think about
all the security and
crisis management
measures.
This is called
'intelligent security’.
Our services focuses in
the areas of:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

personal security
corporate security
crisis management
fraud & integrity
specialist driver
training

Advanced security awareness driver training
"The CEO of an international company asks his driver to ensure him, despite the
anticipated meeting, to arrive at the VIP departure lounge of Schiphol on time for
his flight to Singapore."
"An executive chauffeur working for a listed company notices that on a regular
basis, unknown cars are parked close to the premises. There are constantly two
persons in the car. He decides to report this to the security manager of the
company and makes a note of it in his daily report. "

Cortex offers
High demands are made on the profession of an executive chauffeur.
A professional driver needs to have an excellent vehicle control and extensive
knowledge of specialist driving skills. He needs to ensure that both the vehicle
and its passenger(s) reach their destination in an adequate, safe and comfortable
way.
Cortex believes that a professional driver, in addition to safe and comfortable
driving, plays an additional role for his client; namely in the field of security. The
driver is the so-called 'eyes and ears' of the organization and should be able to
recognize the safety risks at an early stage and report them. This way will a skilled
driver deliver an important contribution to minimize risks.
In case of a security risk, the driver must be able to anticipate and neutralize the
incident through his driving behavior and skills. If nonetheless an incident occurs,
the skilled driver should be able to handle the situation immediately to regain
control. These skills are also important for people who have a higher risk profile
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and do not use a driver.
To achieve this, a driver must be educated and trained in these specific
competences. Cortex starts any training program with an intake. This creates a
customized program for the participant, making the chances of success
substantially bigger.
Cortex is a recognized CCV training institute and offers:
▪

Basic driver training (CCV D1)

Do you need direct
assistance?

▪

Continued driver training (CCV D2)

▪

Advanced driving courses (D3 and D4)

Call Cortex 24/7/365
immediately on:
+31(0)85 0600 616

▪

Recertification Training of all levels

▪

Customized driving training (national and international)

▪

Security awareness driving training

For more information please contact Ed van Ewijk:
e.van.ewijk@cortex.nl of +31 (0) 6 555 52 606

